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ABSTRACT
Researchanddevelopment
of microelectromechanicalsystems
(MEMS) hasshowna
significant promise for a varietyof commercial applications. For example, accelerometers are widely
used for air bag in automobile, MEMS inkjet print heads
are used for printers, gyroscopes for guidance
and navigation and pressure sensors for various industrial applications. Some
of the MEMS devices
have potentialto become the commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. Aerospace requires more
sophisticated technology development to achieve significant cost savings if they could utilize COTS
components in their systems. This paper provides
an overview of the status of MEMS packaging
technology and identifies a need for a systematic approachthis
forpurpose.
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INTRODUCTION
Integrated circuit packaging and their testing is well advanced because
of the maturity of the IC
industry, their wide applications, and availabilityof industrial infrastructure. [1,2] This is not true for
MEMS with respect to packaging and testing. It is more difficult to adopt standardized MEMS device
packagingforwideapplicationsalthoughMEMSusemanysimilartechnologies
to ICpackaging.
to provide protection from
Packaging of MEMS devices is more complex since in some cases it needs
the environment while in some cases allowing access
to the environment to measure or affect the
desired physical or chemical parameters. Microscopic mechanical moving parts of MEMS have also
as those for
their unique issues. Therefore, testing MEMS packages using the same methodologies,
electronics packages with standard procedures might not always be possible especially when quality
and reliability needto be assessed.
MEMSpackagereliabilitydepends
on packagetype,i.e.ceramic,plastic,
or metal,and
reliability of device. The MEMS device reliability depends on its materials and wafer level processes
and sealing methods used for environmental protection.

MEMS Device Level Reliability Issues
MEMS devices are usually fabricated at microscopic level. A typical device level process flow
before packaging involves surface micromachining or bulk micromachining of wafers, formation of
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desired pattern along with various bonding techniques followed
by subsequent interconnection and
cavitysealinginpackageenclosure.Surfacemicromachiningisatechniqueforfabricatingthree
dimensional micromachined structures fiom multilayer stacked and patterned thin films. [3-61In bulk
micromachining, a bulk of wafer is wet or dry etched to fabricate micromachined structures in either
silicon crystal or deposited or grown layers on silicon. Bonding is another key process that is used
during the fabrication which include field assisted thermal bonding, thermal fusion bonding, eutectic
bonding, etc.
Reliability of surfacemicromachineddevicedepends
on materials usedandprocesses
employed to build-up by thin film processing, etc. Generally, there are large residual stresses induced
in thin films that affect the performanceof device to a variable degree. For example, residual stresses
in thin film with improper adhesion could cause delamination. [7-91
Bulkmicromachineddeviceshavetheirownuniquereliabilityissues.Theseincludesharp
corners fiom anisotropic etching, adhesion issuesas discussed above and generally poor quality due a
nonoptimized process €tom many process steps. [8]In contrast, polymer micromachined devices show
very high bond strength and low residual stresses. Reliability issues include poor mechanical strength,
An example of this technology
inability to perform hermetic seals, and use under high vapor pressure.
is LIGA (Lithographie, Galvanoformung, Abformtechnik) which stands for lithography, electroplating,
andmoldingthatenablesthestructureofbulkmicromachiningwithfeaturecharacteristics
of
micromachined devices. [5]
Differentbondingtechniquesareusedformicrosensorsattachmenteachwiththeirunique
characteristics. For example, glass to silicon joining can be accomplished by field assisted therm1
bonding also known as anodic bonding, electrostatic bonding, or the Mallory process. [101 Anodic
bonding has the advantage of being a lower temperature process with a lower residual stress and less
stringent requirements for the surface qualityof the wafers. In silicon ksion bonding, no intermediate
layersneeded,thereforeitsimplifiesdevicefabrication.
[l 11 Althougheutecticbondingwas
demonstrated [121 in bare silicon against gold covered silicon, or gold covered silicon against goldcoveredsilicon,there
are someconsiderabledisadvantagesassociatedwith
AdSi (goldsilicon)
eutectic bonding. It is difficult to obtain complete bonding over large areas and native oxides prevent
the bonding to take place. Eutectic preform bonding is reported to introduce substantial mounting
stress in piezoresistive sensors, causing long-term drift to
due
relaxation of the built-in stress. [4,5]
MEMS devices are generally hermetically
After wafer bonding process and interconnection,
sealed within a package. [4,5] The hermeticity is important for physical protection and in some cases
is
for the device performance. For example, damping characteristics
of a resonator in a pressure sensor
critically dependenton a good hermetic seal.In addition, the .vacuum reference
of an absolute pressure
sensor,andthecavity
of apneumaticinfiaredsensorandmicrogyropackageareallcritically
dependent on a good hermetic seal package. Minami et al, [131 used nonevaporable getters built into
themicrodevice to controlthecavitypressureforcriticaldamping
of packagedmicromechanical
devices and similar approaches were proposed in. [14-171 Organic materials are not good candidate
materials for hermetic packages. For almost all high-reliability applications, the hermetic seal is made
with glass or metal. Silicones do not act as a moisture barrier; the exact mechanism by which they
[18]
protect the die when applied,as a surface coat that is not yet well-understood.

Reactive sealing and sealant films are other methods with highest performance characteristics
especiallyforsealingprocessforpressuresensors.Recently,thefirstcommercialabsolutepoly-

silicon pressure sensor, incorporating a reactively sealed vacuum shell, was introduced for automotive
applications. [191 Another applicationof the sealed surface shells is the vacuum packagingof lateral
surface resonators. Most resonator applications share a need for resonance quality factors
fiom 100 to
10,000. However, the operation of comb-drive microstructures in ambient atmosphere results in low
quality factors of less than 100due to airdampingaboveandbelowthemovingmicrostructure.
Q applications. [20]
Vacuum encapsulation is thus essential for high

MEMS Packages [21-23]
Packaging of MEMS similar to IC technologies need environmental protection, electrical signal
conduit, mechanical support, and thermal management paths. Packaging redistributes electrical signal
paths fiom tightpaddimensions to overlargerandmoremanageableinterconnectionleads.The
from theenvironment.Power
mechanicalsupportprovidesrigidity,stressrelease,andprotection
distribution also needsto be taken into account for optimum packaging scheme. Thermal management
is neededto support adequate thermal transport
to sustain operation for the product lifetime. [24,25]
Packaging of MEMSisconsiderablymorecomplex
as theyserve to protect fiom the
environment, while, somewhat in contradiction, enabling interaction with that environment in order
to
measure or affectthedesiredphysical
or chemicalparameters. A packagemustalsoprovide
communication links through optimum interconnect scheme, remove heat through suitable selection
of
heat sinks, and provide robustness in handling and testing. The materials used for package should be
selected to withstandnotonlyhandlingduringassemblyandtesting,butalsothroughoutthe
operational environment of the product. Its robustness must be proven in term of mechanical and
thermalshocks,vibration,andresistance
to chemicalandotherconventionallifecycling
tests
especially needed for space applications. [26,27]
The package must also be capable of providing an interior environment compatible with any
particular constraints that may affect device performance and reliability. For example, a resonator
might need a good vacuum for its operation and packaging scheme need to provide such requirement.
MEMS can be integrated with associated electronics on the same chip to produce better electrical
output. Integration can be done in the same wafer level or through wafer bonding or utilizing multichip module carriers. [4,5,23]
NumerouspaperspublishedinliteratureregardingMEMSpackagingissues.Forexample,
Mallon et al,, [28] has provided an overviewof packaging techniques for silicon sensors and
actuators
and Frank et al, [29] has provided detailed overview of the packaging tools that are required for
sensors.Madou[30]
has discussedavariety of processissuesassociatedwith
the packagingof
MEMS. Senturia and Smith [31] have highlighted the importance
of system partitioning, package
design and process optimization when building the electronic components and sensor structures
as part
of the single device. Reichl[32] have described the requirements for packaging technologies, bonding
techniques, chip-substrate interconnection techniques, and alternative chip integration techniques
to
deliver reliable, economical, and application specific solutions
by choosing optimized technologies and
appropriate materials combinations.
of pressuresensorarraysutilizingmulti-chip
Kim[33]hasdescribedpackagingscheme
modules and tape automated bonding (TAB) carrier. This one was developed specially for aerospace
and aircraft applicationsthus requiring thin profile packaging with high accuracy.

Schmidt[4]hasdescribedtheadvantages
of wafer-to-wafer bonding to realize tremendous
savings in cost since this enables this packaging
of a multitude of sensors or actuators simultaneously,
eliminating costly individual chip-packaging steps and enhancing the higher performance.
Weiller et al., [22]havedevelopedaspaceflighttestbedforchemicalmcirosensorsand
microsystems designed to fly on the space shuttle. The sensors integrated into this experiment include
a micromachined interferometer for carbon dioxide detection, a palladium-based sensor for hydrogen,
amicromachinedmicrohotplatesensorforcarbonmonoxide,andmicromachinedstraingauge
pressure sensor, and networkable digital thermometers,

MEMS Reliability [8,9,34-361
be significantly differentfiom one application
Reliability requirements for various MEMS will
to another especially where the systems incorporating MEMS components are unique. Standardized
reliability testing is not possible until common setof reliability requirements is developed. Literature
survey on MEMS reliability issues produced limited information but valuable results.

Romig et al, [37] identified a list of packaging reliability concerns for microsystems. Factors
mentioned that affect the MEMS packaging included tribological behavior, contamination, cleaning
stiction, and typical mechanical fatigue issue. [38,39] Brown et
al, [40] reported characterization of
a gassensor
MEMSfatigue on polysilicon.Reliabilityassessment
for mediacompatibilityfor
producedcoatingrequirements[41]whileaneedfornewdevicepassivationandalternativechip
mounting techniques was identified
by Dyrbye et al. [42]
Miller et al,[43]reportedreliabilitytesting
of surfacemicromachinedmicroenginewhose
analysis concluded the prevailing failure mode was the gear sticking
to the substrate or to the hub and
showed that significant portion of the microengine failure was infant mortality. [36,38] In another
paper, Tanner et al, [44] observed a large amountsof debris in the areasof microengine rubbing which
led to the failure of drive gears. They have also presented qualitative and predictive model for actuator
reliability. In their recent study, the effect of moisture content on failure by wear mechanism was
determined. It was shown that as the humidity decreased the volume of debris generated increased.
For the higher humidity levels, the formation of surface hydroxides considered to act as a lubricant
resulting in lower amountsof wear debris. [45] Patton eta&[46] also showed the effectof humidity on
failure mechanism for MEMS electrostatic lateral output motor. Electrical performance degraded with
increasedhumiditywhereasmechanicalseizureshowedmixedresults.
At averylowandhigh
humidity, failure occurred mechanically and electrically, respectively, whereas improvement observed
below and above 40% RH. Kelly et al, [47] have described the issues how packaging influence the
reliability and performance characteristics
of MEMS.
Kohler et al.,[26]havediscussedthestrategytowardsbondqualificationinsilicon
microsystems by using Weibull statistical approach. The results have shown that the degradation
fiacture toughness in bonded microsystems during vibration and thermal cycling.

of

Lyke [21] has emphasized the importance of packaging in realizing the efficiencies promised
to sustaintheproper
by theMEMSdevices.Packagingmustprovidetheenvironmentnecessary
operation of MEMS devices. For almost all MEMS designs, fabricationof an integrated design, while
meeting the requirementof MEMS device release chemistry is challenging.

Connelly et al., [27] have described inertial MEMS sensors development for space applications.
Inertial sensors represent the important segmentof an emerging MEMS technology. Draper labs have
beendevelopingminiaturizedmicromachinedgyroscopesandaccelerometersforover
10 years.
Draper has transitioned this technology under an alliance agreement with Boeing. Boeing is now in
pilot production to meet the automotive market demand.

JPL has been very active in MEMS characterization and their implementation for aerospace
of MEMSdevicesespeciallyforspace
applications.Forexample,anextensivereliabilitytesting
applications was done by Muller et al, 1481 who provided a comparison for testing environments for
spaceapplicationswithautomotiveenvironment.Tanget
al, [49]. havedescribedextensively
on
design,fabrication,andpackaging
of asiliconMEMSvibratorygyroscopeformicrospacecrafi
[50] have described an overview of MEMS development for micro- and
applications. Miller et al,
nano-spacecraftapplicationandemphasizedthereliability,packaging,andflightqualification
methodologies that need to be developed for MEMS to produce robust MEMS for space applications.
Hartley[51]discussedtherequirements
of anano-gaccelerometerdeveloped
by NASAin
collaboration with Northeastern University for the tri-axial measurement
of orbital drag on the Shuttle
g over a fiequency range of 0.001and Space Station. It required an acceleration range of lo2 to
25 Hz.

COTS MEMS APPLICATIONS
The maturest MEMS devices are pressure sensors and accelerometers. The manifold absolute
pressure ( M A P ) sensor has beenusedinautomobileindustrysince1979.[52]Todaymany
automobiles have one of these sensors in their electronic engine control system. Pressure sensors also
widely used for medical invasive blood pressure sensor applications. Accelerometer is being used for
an airbagcrashsensorinautomobilesince1990.
In addition to significantmassreduction,the
integration of diagnostic characteristics into sensors, enable device internal failure detection.
Micromachined accelerometer includes mechanical flexure-supported masses and assembled
sensors.Thesensorisassembledviaintegrationandtheninaclosed-rigidpackage.Thesensor
consists of a set of fixed beams and a moveable beam structureto sense relative movement. The beam
to beam closeness could cause stiction. Hartzel et al, [53] developed a methodology for prediction of
stiction-related field failures.
Spangler[54]presenteddevelopment
of IC packageformicromachinedaccelerometerfor
automotiveapplications.
In theirrecentdevelopmentalactivities,theuse
of surfacemountable
packageratherthansingleinlinethroughpackage(SIP)wasengineered.Thesurfacemountable
device (SMD) version gave more life to the existing die product and at the same time, that has met
requirements for surface mount components.

MEMS RELIABILITY AND KEY FAILURE
MECHANISMS [4-9,16,17,23-24,26-27,34-36,381
Almost all cited reliability-testing issues were summarized for a certain application and cannot
usuallybeusedforanyotherapplication
to benchmark.Understanding of MEMS reliabilityand
technology assurance issues are key to their wider acceptance towards high reliability applications as
well as technology transfer their commercialization. MEMS reliability is one of the most difficult

questions to answersincetheyarestillintheirinfancy,developedforspecificapplications,and
reliability requirements vary and finally, which frequently depend
on the user requirements. In spite of
differences,similarcommonmethodologiescouldbedevelopedforassessingqualificationand
[22,26,22]
reliability for those with similar failure mechanisms.
A critical partof understanding the reliabilityof any system comesfiom understanding the system
failure behavior and their mechanisms. For IC package assembly, failure generally related
to solder
to be the primary
joint. [2] In MEMS, there are several failure mechanisms that have been found
sources. These include:

Failure by Stiction and Wear: Contrary to solder joint failure for IC system failure, thermal cycling
fatigue failure for MEMS are of less critical. Stiction and wear, however, are real concern and
cause most failures for MEMS. MEMS failure may occur due to microscopic adhesion when two
surfaces are come into contact which is called stiction. Microscopic separations generally induce
particulatewhichwhencaughtbetweenmicropartswill
stop partmovement.Weardue
to
corrosive environment is another aspect
of such failure.
Delamination:MEMSmay fail more often due to delamination than IC systems since there are
much wider bonding applications. For example, delamination of bonded thin film materials, and
bond failuresof dissimilar and similar materials such
as wafer-to-wafer bonding.
Environmentallyinducefailures:Failuredue
to thermalcycling,vibration,shock,humidity,
radiationeffect,etc. are commonlyobservedforMEMSandICpackagingsystems.MEMS
devicesbecause
of havingadditionalmechanicalmovingparts,
are moresusceptible
to
environmental failure than their IC packaging systems.
Cyclic mechanical fatigue: This is critical for comb and membrane MEMS devices where materials
are subjected to alternative loading. Even if the load is such that it is significantly below hilure,
the stress can cause degradation in materials properties. For example, changes in elastic properties
affect resonant and damping characteristics
of beam and therefore degrade MEMS sensor outputs.
Dampening Effect: Dampening is not critical forIC packaging, but it is critical for MEMS devices,
whichoperatewithmoving parts at theirresonantfiequency.Dampening
can cause bymany
variablesincludingpresence
of gasinatmosphere.Therefore,goodsealingisessentialfor
avoidance of such failure.
Packaging: Packaging and development of testing methodologies and understanding their failure
mechanisms including vacuum packaging of Infrared (IR) MEMS uncooled detectors and arrays,
as well as, inertial MEMS accelerometers and gyros, and radio fiequency (RF) resonators are key
issues in the technology development path
to low cost, high volume MEMS production.

COTS MEMS PROGRAM
It is apparent that a single setof reliability testing requirements for a wide application may not
be possibleforevaluation of MEMStechnology.However,findingacommondenominatorand
standardized testing basedon the MEMS key failure mechanismsare valuable to user community. The
users can carry out then any additional reliability testing specifically needed for their applications
thus
minimizing the cost of new technology implementation. The standardized
test methodology when
developed will also reduce unclear communication between users and suppliers thus avoiding any
unnecessary expenses. We consider that it will be easier to start with high volume COTS type MEMS
components,whichhavepotentialforhighreliabilityapplication.
In addition,because of their

availability and lower cost, a large number of these components can
be tested to generate statistically
meaningful reliability data.
JPL has initiated COTS MEMS program with the objectives
of understanding quality and
reliabilityassuranceassociatedwithimplementation
of this technologyandhelp to buildneeded
infiastructure. Similarly, to COTS IC packaging program [1,2], it is intendedto form an industry-wide
consortium from aerospace,
military,
and
commercial
sectors.
Consortium
will
emphasize
development of testmethodologiesforcharacterizingreliability
of COTSpressuresensorsand
accelerometers.Boththesetechnologieswereusedandbeingconsideredforhighreliability
applications. For example, a COTS MEMS micromachined accelerometer was used for NASA-JPL
Mars Microprobe, which launched in January 3, 1999 aboard
the international Mars Polar Lander.[SO]
ACOTSMEMSpressuresensorisalsobeingevaluatedatNASAGlennResearchCenterfor
measuring airflowof inlet compressorof a t u r b o h propulsion system. [55]
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